proved to be more political than religious. However, throughout the reigns of Charles II, James II, and William and Mary, religion and politics were not easily separated or even clearly distinguished. Simply, one must draw a distinction between the religious-political news-sheets of the late seventeenth century and the theological journals and miscellanies that came into existence around the middle of the eighteenth century and began to flourish in the 1770's and 1780's. Typical of this latter category is The Arminian Magazine of John Wesley.
The Arminian Magazine made its first appearance in January 1778, although Wesley had been collecting material for a journal since 1776. His purpose was twofold: first, to supply his followers, persons not overly fond of reading or learning in general, with a practical and entertaining miscellany ; second, to maintain and defend those of his doctrines that had been under attack from opponents contributing to such Calvinistic organs as The Gospel Magazine (1766 Magazine ( -1773 Considering John Wesley's bias, this is not too far from an accurate summary of theological journalism during the latter half of the eighteenth century. By 1741, with the publication of The Weekly History-a Methodist newspaper founded by those who had seceded from Wesley's society-there was little resemblance between the Protestant news-sheets of the late seventeenth century and their doctrinal successors.
No checklist of religious news-sheets and journals for the Restoration and eighteenth century can be termed complete, owing to the obstacles confronting researchers in this particular area. A considerable number of periodicals has been lost through neglect and a general lack of interest on the part of contemporaries to preserve or collect issues. Also, the various taxations placed on periodicals during the eighteenth century contributed indirectly, though significantly, to further obstacles; simply, philatelists have been so eager to collect the tax stamps affixed to news-sheets or journals that they have destroyed or mutilated important evidence to the history of periodical literature. However, three catalogue sources-two primary and one secondary-do exist for the benefit of researchers and bibliographers. The British Museum houses the George Tomason Collection of newsbooks and pamphlet literature published between 1641 and 1660; also in the Museum is the Charles Burney Collection, which covers the period from 1620 to 1817. Press, 1922 Press, , 1932 .
The list that follows contains fifty-one entries of religious periodicals published in England between 1660 and 1800. Wherever possible, an attempt has been made to note ( 1 ) the full title of the periodical 5 (2) the publisher, printer, or editor ; (3) the inclusive dates during which the news-sheet or journal was published; (4) the number of issues or volume; (5) the place of publication. The entries are arranged alphabetically, by title. 
